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ABSTRACT
Relationship Between Compressive Strength
of Different Shape and Thickness
Specimens of Type S Mortar
Theodore James Moffett
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Mortar is the cementitious binding material placed between masonry blocks to create a
composite system. The American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM), along with other
organizations, have established the testing of prismatic mortar specimens for evaluating
mechanical properties, like compressive strength. Mortar joints, however, possess vastly
different characteristics compared to prismatic specimens, especially in terms of geometry and
water content. These differences prevent a direct comparison of compressive strength between
prismatic specimens and actual mortar joints in the assembly. The objective of this study was to
analyze Type S mortar joints, with particular emphasis on specimen shape and water content, to
draw accurate comparisons of compressive strength to ASTM prescribed mortar prismatic
specimens.
To examine the effect of water on mortar compressive strength, three different water
contents were evaluated across nearly all testing series. Cubic (2-in) and cylindrical (2 by 4-in)
mortar specimens were prepared and tested according to ASTM guidelines to verify the
compressive strength relationship described by ASTM and to be used as comparative data. In
addition, a small masonry wall was assembled and cured in a laboratory to simulate true
properties of mortar joints. Mortar joints subjected to testing were a combination of thin slices
cut from prismatic specimens as well as in-place bed joints cured between concrete masonry
units (CMU). Two unorthodox test methods, the double punch test (DPT) and helix pull-out test
(HPT), were selected as methods for assessing mortar joints. In addition, confining effects from
neighboring material common to DPT were evaluated as a function of specimen face dimensions.
The compressive strength ratio obtained through testing of 2-in cubic and 2 by 4-in
cylindrical specimens was lower than ASTM recommendations. This may have been in part due
to testing cylindrical specimens with rough surfaces and no capping material. DPT confinement
on 2-in square and 2-in diameter circular specimens was found to be equivalent. Thinly sliced
specimens tested in DPT showed increases in compressive strength as water content and
specimen thickness decreased. As a whole, DPT results on thin mortar slices showed promise for
accurate comparison to prismatic mortar specimens. In-place mortar joints tested in HPT showed
moderate to high scatter. In addition, evaluation via HPT was determined to be more appropriate
for qualitative rather than quantitative assessments of in-situ mortar.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Background
In masonry work, mortar is the binding material placed between concrete or clay bricks.
After placement, mortar solidifies and bonds to adjacent blocks creating a composite system,
which is effective for resisting lateral, gravity, wind, seismic, and other types of loads. In most
cases, mortar is the structural fuse of masonry, which means it is the weakest constituent and is
the first to experience cracking or other failures (De Vekey and Sassu 1997). Thus,
understanding the strength characteristics of mortar is essential, as these will often dictate the
design of masonry systems.
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) has established simple
procedures for mixing, curing, and testing mortar specimens. One key trait observed through this
testing is compressive strength of mortar. While the ASTM standards for mixing and testing
mortar is reliable and reproducible, it fails to represent the compressive strength of mortar
installed between masonry units. In fact, ASTM Specification C270 (ASTM Standard C270-14a
2014) Section 8.4 states,
“Test Method C1324 is available to determine the proportions of materials in hardened
masonry mortars. There is no ASTM method for determining the conformance of a mortar
to the property specifications of Specification C270 by testing hardened mortar samples
taken from a structure.”
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Indeed, removing and testing hardened mortar samples introduces a host of challenges
that are not easily overcome.
Multiple test methods using specialized equipment have been developed to improve
knowledge of in-situ mortar properties. Non-destructive testing (NDT) is designed to assess
materials, including mortar, while causing minimal impact to the element or structure. NDT
relies heavily on chemical, image, or sound based techniques to make evaluations. These tests
offer an idea of relative conditions and areas of distress in masonry structures, but do little to
provide information about engineering properties, like strength or stiffness (Schuller 2003). For a
more definitive characterization of mechanical properties of mortar, minor-destructive testing
(MDT) has seen increasing development and use. The footprint of MDT is generally very small
and affected areas are easily repaired with nominal effect on structural performance. However,
due to the difficulty of extracting undisturbed specimens and the unorthodox shape of mortar
joints, obtaining trustworthy data is far from straightforward (Pelà, Roca et al. 2018).
MDT is typically applied in one of two ways: 1) testing of specimens extracted from the
element or structure of interest or 2) direct testing of in-place components. Each scenario
possesses unique challenges. Concerns associated with the first application include obtaining
undisturbed samples and testing samples with atypical dimensions (Pelà, Roca et al. 2018). In
addition, MDT values are difficult to compare to established test procedure results and often
require some type of correction factor (Šlivinskas, Jonaitis et al. 2017). Direct testing of the
mortar is primarily limited by testing traits that are then indirectly related to compressive
strength. In addition, ability to test a range of areas may be limited by accessibility or cost. Some
of the test methods that have been developed for the assessment of mortar and other similar
materials include the rebound hammer test (Felicetti and Gattesco 1998), pin penetration test or
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Windsor Probe (Pelà, Roca et al. 2018), static penetration test (Liberatore, Masini et al. 2016),
Brazilian tests (Benedetti, Pelà et al. 2008, Benedetti and Pelà 2012, Marastoni, Pelà et al. 2016),
PNT-G method (Gucci, Sassu et al. 1970, Gucci and Barsotti 1994, Gucci and Barsotti 1995, De
Vekey and Sassu 1997, Oliveira, Damiani et al. 2012), helix pull-out test (HPT) (Ferguson and
Skandamoorthy 1994, De Vekey and Sassu 1997, Pelà, Roca et al. 2018), double punch test
(DPT) (Henzel and Karl 1987, Sassoni, Mazzotti et al. 2013, Sassoni, Franzoni et al. 2015,
Marastoni, Pelà et al. 2016, Matysek, Seręga et al. 2017, Šlivinskas, Jonaitis et al. 2017, Pelà,
Roca et al. 2018), and a method similar to DPT, the Local Compression Test Method (LCTM)
(Yang, Gu et al. 2014). One MDT technique from each category, HPT and DPT, was applied for
the purposes of this research.
In addition to simulation of mortar joint compressive strength, affiliated areas that
benefited from this research program include numerical comparison between 2-in cubic
specimens and 2 by 4-in cylindrical specimens, examination of Type S mortar, a specifically
proportioned mortar blend in ASTM Specification C270, and further development and analysis
of both DPT and HPT, and a numerical clarification of specimen thickness’ and water’s effect on
mortar compressive strength.
For convenience and simplicity, the remainder of this thesis will adjust terminology or
reported results as follows: all 2-in cubes and 2 by 4-in cylinders, both mixed and tested in
general accordance with ASTM C305 (ASTM Standard C305-14 2014) and ASTM
C109/C109M (ASTM Standard C109/C109M-16a 2016), respectively, are referred to simply as
cubes and cylinders. Geometry for either cubes or cylinders that stray from these dimensions are
specified in the text. Mortar flow, measured according to ASTM C1437 (ASTM Standard
C1437-15 2015) is reported as the increase in average base diameter, expressed as a percentage
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of the original base diameter. Flow is expressed in terms of inches for the measured diameter,
taken as an average of two separate measurements with adjustable steel calipers. Coefficient of
variation (CV) reported for any test results refers to strength or load results and not specimen
thickness. Finally, where appropriate, the term “in-place” is used to describe mortar joints of
traditional shape and size, but that have not actually been installed between masonry units.

Research Objective
The objective of this research was to investigate and quantify the difference in
compressive strength between hardened mortar joints of thickness typically found in masonry
elements and specimens prepared and tested per ASTM standards. All mixing was carried out in
general accordance with appropriate ASTM standards. Testing was a combination of ASTM,
DIN, and Rilem prescriptions, as no ASTM standard has been established for testing hardened
mortar specimens from masonry assemblies.
According to ASTM C780 (ASTM Standard C780-18a 2018), the two recognized
differences between mortar samples and in-situ mortar, which contribute to the disparity in
compressive strength, are water content and material thickness. It is possible, and even likely,
that other variables, like controlled humidity and curing under a load from overhead blocks,
affect the compressive strength of in-situ mortar. However, this research program placed primary
emphasis on making sense of the effect of water content and specimen shape on “in-place”
mortar compressive strength.
The results of this research will establish a basis for understanding the compressive
strength of hardened mortar in masonry structures. Ideally, this research can be built upon and
incorporated into ASTM standards after sufficient and reliable data have been collected.
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Scope of Research
This research program was limited to the evaluation and testing of Type S mortar. Each
cubic and cylindrical specimen was cured in a fog room at 73º F and 96% humidity. In addition,
all mixing and testing of mortar, whether within or outside of a masonry element, took place in a
laboratory with controlled humidity and temperature. Thus, the results described herein are more
reflective of laboratory mortar properties and are less applicable for field-tested mortar.
Specimens evaluated for compressive strength via DPT were cut from cubes or cylinders
and were never installed or cured between blocks. HPT involved measuring pull-out loads of
steel helical screws with 8 and 10 mm diameters.
Capping of specimens with gypsum or sulfur was entirely omitted from this research. In
spite of ASTM C780 prescribing a cap of cylinders, compressive strength comparisons between
cylinders and cubes were uncompromised without capping. Although minor roughness was
observed on the top surface of fully-cured cylindrical specimens, it was assumed that this only
resulted in minor strength reductions. The single cylinder tested for compressive strength was 2
by 4-in, while 3 by 6-in and 4 by 8-in cylinders were excluded from this research program.
Water contents selected during the preliminary testing phase were judged as having
adequate workability. However, this workability was based solely on the ability to properly cast
cubic and cylindrical specimens and is likely lower than necessary workability for laying mortar
in the field. Mortar used for wallette construction and concurrent cube casting for HPT was
mixed with water quantities suitable for actual masonry construction.

Research Phases
The research program was divided into a preliminary testing phase and a main testing
phase. The preliminary testing phase was designed to establish a range of water contents. The
5

purposes of testing multiple water contents were to 1) exhibit the difference in compressive
strength for mortar samples with variable quantities of mixing water, and 2) determine water
contents that produced acceptable workability for mixing. The water contents identified through
preliminary testing were applied for testing done in the main phase. The purpose of the main
testing phase was to garner experimental data, which allow comparisons between properties of
specimens with unique geometry and/or water content.
In the preliminary testing phase, mixing and casting of mortar cubes was carried out in
general accordance with ASTM C305. Ultimately, mortar compressive strength testing was not
required in establishing acceptable water contents because dry mixes lacked sufficient
workability and wet mixes possessed excess water, which seeped out of steel mold crevices.
The main testing phase involved multiple unique tests, each of which were specifically
selected to generate data that could be correlated to “in-place” mortar compressive strength, or
establish a baseline for comparative data. Where mixing was required for either cubic or
cylindrical specimens, procedures were followed per ASTM C305 and ASTM C780,
respectively. Compressive strength testing for all cubes and cylinders was carried out following
ASTM C109/C109M to establish a correlation between cubic and cylindrical specimens with
identical water contents. Initially, DPT was conducted on 3/8” square and circular specimens
from a single mortar batch to compare the degree of radial confinement based on specimen face
dimensions. DPT was then executed on 2 by 2-in faces with thicknesses ranging from 1/4" to
7/8”, all of which were cut from mortar cubes with like water content. This allowed a correlation
to be drawn between data collected from cubic specimens and DPT values, thus indicating the
effect of radial confinement on mortar compressive strength. DPT test procedures were carried
out according to DIN 18555-9 (DIN German Institute for Standardization Registered Association
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18555-9 1999). Finally, HPT was carried out on screws inserted into a small masonry wall and
cubic mortar specimens, which originated from the same batch used to lay the wall. A separate
set of mortar cubes from the same batch was concurrently tested for compressive strength.
Together these data were used for correlation between pullout load of cubes and the wall from
HPT and compressive strengths of cubes. HPT was followed per Rilem standards (MS-D 1997).

Outline
The remainder of this thesis, comprising four additional chapters, describes the research
in greater detail. Chapter 2 is a collection of existing literature, which relates to and serves as a
foundation for this research. Research methods including preliminary testing to establish a water
content range for primary testing, material selection, and mixing and testing procedures of the
main testing phase are all explained in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents results from compressive
strength testing, DPT, and HPT, as well as other related information. In addition, the results are
accompanied by a discussion, with an isolated analysis of each testing phase as well as
comparisons between applicable tests. Concluding remarks with recommendations for future
research are summarized in Chapter 5.
All procedures and testing described in Chapter 3 and 4 were followed and performed in
a group composed of the research author, Michael Reynolds, and Trenton Parks, with oversight
and advisement from Dr. Fernando Fonseca. To improve accuracy, at least two individuals were
present for all mixing and testing processes. In addition, mixing, curing, cutting, and testing of
specimens was organized and supervised by the research author.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The following sections introduce literature pertinent to the analysis of in-situ mortar
compressive strength. The two test methods used in this research program, DPT and HPT,
receive primary focus, but other approaches are briefly reviewed. These sections are not intended
to embody all relevant knowledge, but instead to provide a background of what has been
accomplished and a basis for how the state of current understanding can be improved.

DPT
Henzel and Karl (1987) conducted research to develop an objective and simple test
method for the determination of the compressive strength of mortar in the joints of masonry. To
extract the mortar, a 50 mm core drill was used to cut out cylinders with diametric mortar joints.
The mortar joint was then separated from the cylinder with a circular saw. Once the mortar joint
had been isolated, it was capped with a thin layer of gypsum on each side. After the gypsum
hardened, the mortar was compressed between two 20 mm diameter loading platens. This
method did not require slicing the mortar joints into specific dimensions, which could have
potentially impacted its strength properties. For preliminary testing, a total of eight mortar mixes
were prepared each with differing ratios of cement, sand, and water. Each mix produced nine
prisms (40x40x160 mm3), which cured until testing roughly two months later. The large prisms
were cut into smaller prisms (40x40x62.5 mm3) and slabs (40x40x10 mm3). The prisms were
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tested according to DIN 1164. The slabs were capped with gypsum and tested as aforementioned,
but with additional loading platens of 25 and 30 mm. The preliminary testing was meant to
establish a procedure for the capping technique, the ideal platen diameter, and a calibration curve
for the slab and prism strength relationship. The main test series’ goal was to learn the influence
of the type and moisture conditions of the masonry units on the compressive strength of the
mortar joints. Three mixes were prepared with different prism strengths between 1, 8, and 20
MPa. Miniature walls were built using different mortar mixes and several different block types.
Mortar joint thicknesses ranged between 10 and 13 mm. After the mortar had sufficiently
hardened, cores were drilled and testing was carried out. The preliminary tests showed a strong
relationship between the ‘slab strength’ (the cut strips from the large prisms) and the small prism
strength. Additionally, the optimum platen diameter for mortar joints around 10 mm was 20 mm.
The primary testing allowed the development of a relationship between mortar slab and small
prism compressive strength. An envelope relating the mortar joints placed between the blocks
and the small prisms cut from the large prisms was also developed. In the lower strength ranges,
the joint strength was anywhere from 1.5-2 times the prism strength and 1.15-1.5 times the prism
strength in the upper strength ranges. In addition, values of the required 28-day compressive
strength of mortar prisms and the estimated range of corresponding joint strength were obtained.
The main observation was that as the mortar compressive strength requirement increases, the
expected joint compressive strength ratio decreases.
Research was carried out by Sassoni, Franzoni et al. (2015), which specifically
investigated the effect of specimen thickness and capping on compressive strength found via
DPT. A 50 mm diameter core drill was used to withdraw mortar joints with segments of
surrounding brick. After separating the cored mortar from bricks, the mortar was sectioned into
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samples approximately 40x40x10 mm3, then loaded in DPT. Variables that potentially inhibit
true compressive strength readings during DPT, including mortar quality, size of loading platens,
confining effect of neighboring mortar, mortar porosity, and pore size distribution, were
acknowledged. Mortar sample thickness and capping were also identified as controlling variables
for DPT compressive strength readings. Mortar joints of thickness 10, 15, and 20 mm with are of
roughly 40x40 mm2 were explored for a cement (CEM), hydraulic lime (NHL), and two readymixed lime-cement mortars (L/C-1 and L/C-2). CEM mortar was also prepared in 5 mm thick
samples. Most specimens subjected to DPT were capped with commercial rubber, gypsum, or
rapid-setting cement, but others received no capping. Three prismatic samples of each mortar
type were prepared and cured for different periods, ranging from 1-12 months. After the
designated curing period, prismatic samples were cut into differing thicknesses and 40x40 mm2
cubes were also cut, which would be loaded in standard compression and used as a reference.
Due to shorter curing times, NHL and L/C-2 samples were left rough from cutting and were
capped with gypsum. On the other hand, L/C-1 samples had extended curing time, and received
no capping. All thinly sliced specimens were loaded using two 20 mm diameter steel punches.
Testing and capping processes were duplicated for cubic samples so that results were more
comparable. L/C-2 mortar, which was regarded as similar to historic mortars, was selected as the
medium for understanding the effect of capping. Additional prisms were sawed into
aforementioned dimensions of cubes and slices and tested using the same methods as previously
described. Prior to testing, specimens were capped with rubber, gypsum, cement, or nothing at
all. The results of sample compressive strength vs. sample thickness for the four mortar types are
displayed in Figure 2.1-1.
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Figure 2.1-1 DPT results for compressive strength (RDPT) vs. sample thickness (Sassoni,
Franzoni et al. 2015)

A noticeable increase in strength was observed as sample thickness decreased. In
addition, researchers observed that when sample thickness is similar to loading platen diameter,
confinement is reduced such that standard compression of cubes is resembled. Results obtained
through DPT and compressive testing of cubes for the different capping materials are
summarized in Figure 2.1-2. Omission of capping and rubber led to a harsh underestimate of
mortar strength, whereas gypsum and cement produced an overestimate of mortar compressive
strength. Gypsum was noted as the preferable capping material.
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Figure 2.1-2: Compressive strength based on capping material (Sassoni, Franzoni et al.
2015)

Matysek, Seręga et al. (2017) specifically examined mortar compressive strength
obtained through DPT. A numerical model was developed for comparison against experimental
results. Moreover, the model was specially built to quantify the interaction between steel
punches, capping gypsum, and hardened mortar common to DPT. Cylindrical (50x120 mm2) and
prismatic (40x40x160 mm3) cement-lime mortar samples were mixed and cured per EN-10151011. Samples 100 mm tall were tested for mortar compressive strength, whereas small slices
were cut from the cylindrical samples and coated with a thin layer of gypsum prior to DPT with
20 mm diameter steel punches. In addition, prismatic specimens were tested in bending and
compression according to EN-1015-1011. Experimental specimens were loaded at displacementcontrol rates of 0.1 mm/min (100 mm tall cylindrical samples) and 0.01 mm/min (cut cylindrical
samples for DPT). The mortar, capping gypsum, and steel punches contact surfaces were
modeled as sixteen and twelve-node interface elements with zero thickness. The multidirectional
stress state of mortar and gypsum was characterized using Drucker-Prager plasticity and a
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multidirectional smeared crack constitutive model. The steel rod-gypsum and gypsum-mortar
contact zones were described by nonlinear elastic interface. The model also featured
displacement-control loading with the master control node located at the center of the steel punch
top surface. All other nodes along the same vertical axis were assigned displacement equivalent
to the master control node. Figure 2.1-3 summarizes a comparison between experimental and
computer model-based results.

Figure 2.1-3: Computed vs. experimental results – load-displacement diagram (Matysek,
Seręga et al. 2017)

The values between experimental and computed failure forces differed less than 2%. In
addition, a separate investigation of the effect of mortar thickness and capping gypsum on
displacement-load behavior was undertaken. The findings for mortar thickness and capping
gypsum’s effect on compressive strength are displayed in Figure 2.1-4.
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Figure 2.1-4: Results based on a) mortar thickness, and b) gypsum compressive strength
(Matysek, Seręga et al. 2017)

In contrast to findings from Sassoni, Franzoni et al. (2015), the ten, sixteen, and twentyfive millimeter thickness mortar samples yielded similar failure loads. The researchers
recommended further study on the topic of mortar thickness to validate this discrepancy in
results. A positive correlation was observed between gypsum strength and mortar failure load.
Failure load and failure mode typical of DPT were accurately represented with the numerical
model, making it a useful tool in the analysis of DPT.
Identification of mortar compressive strength via DPT was scrutinized by Šlivinskas,
Jonaitis et al. (2017). Several standard mortar prisms (40x40x160 mm3) were cast using mortar
with a typical compressive strength of 10 MPa. Using a diamond disc, multiple 12 mm thickness
mortar plates were cut from prisms. This occurred in a dry environment and the moisture for
cooling the saw caused no modification to the hydration level of cement in the mortar. The cut
mortar plates were exploited in one of two ways; either direct testing with DPT, by use of a 25.6
mm stamp, to assess mortar compressive strength, or gluing three plates together with plaster
dough to form an approximate cube, which was then tested according to standard methods. In
addition, the reduced prism was tested in accordance with LST EN 1015-11. After testing, the
14

failure mode of the glued cube displayed minimal difference from that of a typical cube, showing
that the plaster had little impact on transverse deformations. Compressive strengths of the three
specimen types are shown in Figure 2.1-5.

Figure 2.1-5: Results of mortar test: a) cubes glued from mortar plates fm,cube, b) mortar
plates testing with DPT fm,pl, and c) standard mortar samples fm (Šlivinskas, Jonaitis et al.
2017)

A reduction coefficient of masonry mortar compressive strength, βm, was developed and
is expressed in Equation 2.1-1.
𝑓𝑓

𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚,𝑖𝑖 = 𝑓𝑓 𝑚𝑚

(2.1-1)

𝑚𝑚,𝑖𝑖

where:

fm,i

=

fm,i

=

fm,cube - mortar compressive strength estimated by testing
glued mortar cubes and
fm,pl - mortar compressive strength estimated by testing
plates with double punch

The dependence of the strength reduction coefficient on mortar compressive strength was
successfully determined while testing glued cubes, but not while testing mortar plates with DPT.
However, the research team concluded the dependency of the strength reduction coefficient are
applicable for determining mortar compressive strength when testing mortar plates with DPT.
Investigation of ancient mortar stimulated research by Sassoni, Mazzotti et al. (2013).
Specifically, a study of the differences in microstructural and mechanical properties between
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mortar joints and standard mortar prisms was conducted. Standard testing and DPT were used to
evaluate the compressive strength properties of both sample types. Mortar microstructure was
described in terms of total open porosity and pore size distribution. Two separate mortar mixes
were employed, differing primarily in aggregate ratios, to produce a “strong” and “weak” mortar.
Each mortar type was intended to simulate mortar applied in ancient construction. Two fire-clay
brick walls were assembled featuring one of the two mortar types. Prior to construction of the
walls, bricks were submerged in water for 3 minutes and 10 minutes, respectively, to limit
absorption from the “weak” and “strong” mortars. Fifty days after construction, 100 mm
diameter specimens were cored-drilled from the walls. Mortar infused in the cored specimens
was removed with a chisel, then cut to 40x40x10 mm3 dimensions with a saw. In addition to the
joint specimens withdrawn, slices similar in dimension were cut from standard prisms and both
were subjected to DPT, termed M3 and M2, respectively. Standard prisms were concurrently
evaluated for compressive strength with flexural and compressive testing, labeled M1. Results
illustrated the effect of the testing method, as well as the difference in microstructure on mortar
compressive strength. Compressive strength results are graphically represented in Figure 2.1-6.

Figure 2.1-6: Compressive strength results for “weak” and “strong” mortars through
testing methods M1-M3 (Sassoni, Mazzotti et al. 2013)
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The research team attributed the higher compressive strength of the slices tested via DPT
in comparison to the standard specimens from which the slices originated to the disparate heightto-base ratios, and the difference in restraining effects. In addition, the difference in strength
between M2 and M3 samples was attributed to the dramatic difference in microstructure. The
microstructure disparity was characterized by the difference in compaction techniques between
prisms and joints, as well as the absorption of water of neighboring bricks for mortar installed in
masonry assemblages.
Yang, Gu et al. (2014) established a unique method called the Local Compression Test
Method (LCTM) to determine in-situ mortar compressive strength. LCTM is a MDT that can be
used in the laboratory or on-site. To begin, the mortar is extracted directly from the masonry wall
by coring out a cylindrical sample, with a mortar layer bisecting the sample. The two semi-circle
masonry components are removed and the center mortar layer remains for testing. The mortar
layer must be undisturbed to be tested for LCTM, otherwise results will not be reliable. For
testing, two flat head round bars are used to directly compress an area at the center of the
specimen. The authors recommended the flat head bar diameter be equivalent to the mortar layer
thickness so compressive strength is not increased by a height-to-width ratio other than 1:1.
Additionally, it was imperative that the specimen be crushed at the center because the
surrounding mortar material was assumed to laterally constrain the compressed area, and
therefore, the mortar compressive strength alone was measured. Ideal mortar dimensions were
found to be between 30x30 mm2 and 60x60 mm2. Additionally, the testing confirmed that
loading rate had no meaningful effect on LCTM accuracy. To improve confidence in the method,
a finite element model was also developed and used to judge testing outcomes. The LCTM
results displayed remarkably low deviation from the cube compressive strength, even when
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compared to traditional methods like the rebound, penetration, and point load methods. For
example, the closest difference in relative deviation for 28-day strength between LCTM and the
next most accurate method was 11%. Similar and mostly larger differences were observed for
other tests and age strengths. Based on a power function, the correlations between tests of mixed
and cement mortar with the mortar compressive strength were 0.8183 and 0.8058, respectively.
While the results from the LCTM seemed feasible, the authors conceded that significant research
is still needed to affirm the method’s accuracy, applicability, and reliability for finding the
relationship between in-situ mortar compressive strength and compressive strength of mortar
cubes.

HPT
The helix or screw pull-out method was explored as a means for determining in-situ
masonry and mortar compressive strength by Ferguson and Skandamoorthy (1994). This method
is a MDT, which induces minimal damage and can be used on-site. In short, the screw pull-out
method evaluates the shear force required to withdraw a steel helical tie from a small cylinder of
the given test material. First, a small hole is drilled in the mortar to assist with the insertion of the
steel tie. The size of the hole is unimportant unless it modifies the mode of failure during the test.
Next, the steel tie is lightly hammered into the cavity, with at most 5 mm less than the total depth
of the hole. Afterwards, a gripping device is attached to the protruding tie. While the gripping
device has load applied through it, it holds the steel tie in place, preventing rotation and the
possibility of unscrewing from the mortar. Once enough load has been introduced, the tie will
pull out from the mortar, shearing a small cylinder of mortar where it was inserted. The
maximum load reached during the test is called the pull-out load, which can be related to the
compressive strength. In total, six mortar mixes and four unit types, with differing water
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absorptions, were tested. Each specimen had six pull-out tests performed on it. In addition, five
couplets and three 100 mm mortar cubes were constructed and tested for each mortar type and
unit types. The research team observed that the deeper the tie is inserted into the mortar layer, the
greater the pull-out load, and the more trustworthy the results. Thus, pull-out loads should be
normalized based on the depth to which the screw was drilled. The authors also observed that 10
pull-out tests provided sufficient data to assess the compressive strength of a single area. The
mortar cube testing produced 3.35 and 2.86 MPa for Mortars C and D, respectively. These two
mortars were most similar, even at the 95% confidence interval. Interestingly, the screw pull-out
method was declared as only being able to distinguish among ratios of cube strength to in-situ
strength between 0.85 and 1.17. These cube strength to in-situ strength ratios apply to weaker
masonry materials. Finally, two issues were noted during testing of stronger materials. First,
instead of failing in shear, the material would fail in compression under the thread of the tie.
Second, the gripper holding the tie and restraining rotation, cut into the tie itself. These issues
established a strength ceiling of about 10 MPa when testing with the screw pull-out test.
Procedures and commentary for the screw (or helix) pull-out method were outlined by
MS-D (1997). The applications for this method are listed as the following: batch-to-batch
variability of strength or general quality; variation of quality in relation to a reference sample;
changes of properties with time (i.e. strength increases due to hardening and the effects of
weather conditions and additives); and absolute vales of mortar cube strength, provided a
suitable calibration database is available, which is typically not the case. It was noted that the
method is controlled by the yield strength of the steel screws, which, in this case, was 8 MPa.
Areas between 1x1 m2 and 1x2 m2 are recommended for test measurements. Within each area of
this size, at least 10 experiments are recommended to obtain representative mortar strength
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values. A minimum drill depth of 35 mm is specified for the test, but shorter depths may be
acceptable for special scenarios. Measurements for the screw pull-out method should be
performed on dry specimens. In this case, dry means the masonry has not been wetted in the past
24 hours and also exhibits the appearance of being dry. The screw pull-out method results can be
transformed to other absolute properties of mortar like in-situ compressive strength by use of a
previously developed calibration curve.

Comparative Testing
A comparison of two well-known methods for assessing in-situ mortar compressive
strength, the HPT and PNT-G penetrometer method, was conducted by De Vekey and Sassu
(1997). The HPT, as suggested by the name, records the work needed to remove a helical device
which has been previously installed at a given depth. Holes with 4.5 mm diameters and 35 mm
depths were drilled along mortar joints at random positions. Afterwards, a helical tie was lightly
driven into each hole to a depth of approximately 30 mm. If air voids were encountered in the
drilling process, the hole was omitted from consideration and a new cavity was drilled elsewhere.
A gripper is attached to the end of the screw and rotated until flush against the masonry surface.
Load is applied to the gripper until failure. The peak load is related to mortar compressive
strength based on a calibration curve, which was only successfully developed for distinct ranges.
The process for the PNT-G method is identical to that outlined by Gucci and Barsotti (1994).
Following the test results for each method, the following observations were made: the PNT-G
penetrometer is for weak mortars (0-3 MPa) made with coarse sand, HPT is favorable for
medium and strong mortars (3-10 MPa), and neither method is very precise for very strong
mortars (greater than 10 MPa). Each test yields reasonably equivalent results for mortar strengths
2-6 MPa, but less comparable results between 0.5-12 MPa. Additionally, the authors observed
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both the PNT-G penetrometer and HPT are simple, inexpensive, accurate, and superior to other
previously used methods like the Schmidt hammer, Windsor Probe, or chemical analyses. It was
recommended that future research extend the range of sands and mortar formulations for both
methods, specifically for pure-lime sand and hydraulic-lime sand mortars. It was also suggested
that sands with large and hard particles be explored as they could produce large errors when
measuring with the two proposed methods.
Pelà, Roca et al. (2018) investigated the possibility of combining three different tests to
understand the in-situ compressive strength of mortar: DPT, pin penetrometer test (PPT), and
HPT. Each of these methods are MDTs and were specifically chosen for application to historical
structures because they generate minimal damage. Two series of clay brick masonry walls were
constructed and installed with two types of natural hydraulic lime mortar to simulate historic
mortar. The DPT, HPT, and PPT were each tested on mortar of different maturities to evaluate
the varying strengths of mortar. The DPT extracts mortar by coring out specimens with diametric
mortar joints and separating the mortar from the masonry. Once separated, the undisturbed
mortar was sectioned in 50x50 mm2 pieces and averaged a thickness around 15 mm. The
research team decided against capping the mortar joints with a 1 mm thick gypsum layer as it
had been shown to greatly increase compressive strength by past researchers. Finally, the middle
of the mortar joint specimens was crushed with 20 mm diameter loading punches. Due to
different setting conditions of the mortar and the loading confinement, DPT compressive
strengths were higher than corresponding prismatic mortar cubes. The HPT procedure was
emulated according to De Vekey and Sassu (1997) and Ferguson and Skandamoorthy (1994)
with the exception of using a 3 mm drill bit instead of a 4.5 mm drill bit. This difference was
necessary because previous research had shown that using a 4 mm drill bit could greatly reduce
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the strength of the HPT readings. HPT and DPT were executed on mortar of the same age so
results could be compared directly. PPT or Windsor Probe estimates the strength from the depth
of penetration of a 3 mm diameter and 30.5 mm long metal rod driven by a spring-loaded device.
The indentation left by the metal rod is measured and related to the mortar compressive strength;
as the mortar hardened and strength increased, the depth of penetration decreases. The results for
the three tests were scrutinized to develop a correlation for the three procedures. Two types of
mortar were tested for the HPT and DPT while one type was tested for PPT. Both the HPT force
and DPT strength improved as the age of the tested mortar increased. Correspondingly, as DPT
strength increased HPT forces also increased. The PPT depth decreased as mortar age increased.
As such, when DPT strength increased, PPT depth dropped. These laboratory tests were used to
develop helpful empirical relationships between DPT, HPT, and PPT, but data for DPT lacked
strength ranges from 1.2 to 4 MPa, and greater than 7 MPa. Further research was recommended
to generate data for the strength voids of DPT, although extrapolating from existing was
suggested as an alternative. HPT and PPT results might not be totally reliable since they assess
the exterior face of the mortar, which undergoes the most weathering.
Marastoni, Pelà et al. (2016) set out to use DPT in combination with the Brazilian test
(BT) to characterize historical mortar. For this research, MDT techniques were selected because
they give reasonable results at minimal damage to historic structures. Two single-leaf walls,
made of handmade clay bricks and a moderately hydraulic lime mortar, were constructed for this
research. To best imitate historic mortar, the walls were left to cure in the laboratory for 60 days.
The mortar layer thickness varied between 15 and 20 mm due to the imperfect faces of the
handmade bricks. BT requires cylindrical samples for analysis; so several samples were core
drilled from the wall with a 90 mm diameter core bit. Cooling the core drill is generally done
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with water but this can wash lime mortar joints away. For this reason, the research team used an
air-cooling system, which proved effective if the drilling was executed in careful steps. The
remains of the walls were disassembled and the mortar joints were extracted for DPT. The layers
were cautiously separated with a chisel to prevent disturbing the mortar. Each sample was then
portioned into 50x50 mm2 having thicknesses somewhere between 10 and 20 mm. BT generally
involves taking a cylindrical sample, with the mortar joint oriented at 45º from the horizontal
axis, and applying a machine compressive force through two wooden strips placed at the top and
bottom of the cylinder. When the cylinder is loaded this way, the mortar joint is subjected to
normal compression and tangential shear. This study duplicated the BT described except that
orientations of the mortar joint were inclined at 45º, 50º, 55º, and 60º. Most of the specimens
displayed failure through the joint at the center and along the joint-brick interfaces for the edges.
These failure mechanisms were consistent with observations from previous studies. However, it
was observed that as the angle of orientation for the mortar joint increased, the mean failure load
decreased. DPT was performed with procedures and equipment identical to that used by Pelà,
Roca et al. (2018), except the mortar thickness varied between 10 and 20 mm, as opposed to
being close to 15 mm. Results showed that compressive strength of the mortar layers tested with
DPT (2.71 MPa) were 10% stronger than the mortar cubes crushed with the standard
compression test (2.45 MPa). The researchers attributed this difference to the confinement of the
surrounding mortar material as well as the metal punches. Ultimately, the integration of DPT and
BT providing promising and robust results.

Other
Gucci and Barsotti (1994) introduced a method to determine the mortar compressive
strength in historical masonry structures. The PNT-G method evaluates the compressive strength
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of mortar by measuring the level of energy expended to drill a small cylindrical hole in a mortar
layer. The research team designed special equipment specifically for this method. Over 700 holes
were drilled to obtain the optimum depth and drill diameter for the PNT-G method. A total of
twelve walls were constructed for testing and each wall was made of a different sand and mortar
type. Attempting to recreate historical mortar strength, highly hydraulic lime and portland 325
cement were used for the mortar mix. Results were most accurate when the drill diameter was
small compared to the mortar layer thickness, but cavity size was large compared to the
maximum sand grain size. In light of these boundaries, a 4 mm diameter and 5 mm depth were
suggested for the cavities. After data were synthesized, the authors determined that the PNT-G
method was an accurate form of measuring in-situ mortar compressive strength up to 4 MPa. For
mortars within this strength range, the sand grain size distribution had little effect on PNT-G
measurements. However, for stronger mortars (greater than 4 MPa) the order of the mortar
strength is all that can be estimated because the mechanical properties of the aggregate determine
the drilling work required. Finally, the research team declared additional study is required to
gauge the consistency of PNT-G. The two proposed expansions were 1) using these methods
when the mortar aggregate differs from the sand used and 2) testing different materials to
determine the relationship between load capacity and the drill work.
Drdácký (2011) investigated non-standard testing techniques to find the accuracy of
relevant strength properties including in-situ compressive strength of ancient mortars. In-situ
mortar is not subject to the type of compression loading applied in most standard testing. In
addition, cutting or molding mortar joints for testing can alter the strength properties and may
produce misleading results. For these reasons, non-standard test methods were explored to better
understand the in-situ compressive qualities. The dimensions of a mortar specimen can also have
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a large effect on its strength limits. A correction formula for low-strength mortar specimens of
different slenderness values, which is based on slenderness ratio, base length, strength, and
arrangement of friction between the loading plates and specimen, was developed.
𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 =

𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒
ℎ −1.9114
� �
𝑎𝑎
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(2.4-1)
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computed equivalent standard compression strength
experimentally attained compression strength and
slenderness of specimen

Also of influence is the type of compression test employed – centrally punching out a
plate or compressing a specimen roughly equal in dimension to the loading plates. The research
team concluded that the compression tests in combination with the correction formula provide a
new and realistic method for evaluating the safety and potential repair of masonry structures.
A method based on the dynamic penetration test was developed and tested by Felicetti
and Gattesco (1998). The test technique involves continually driving a probe into the mortar
joints with a Schmidt rebound hammer. As the mortar joint is struck, local measurements of the
mortar strength are recorded. Four separate mixes of sand and hydraulic lime were used for the
mortar n the laboratory testing. Each mortar mix was measured based on three cylinders
following a 75-day curing period. Another group of cylindrical specimens were tested in pipes,
to mimic lateral confinement present in mortar layers placed between masonry blocks. The
mortars tested this way all displayed very similar compressive strengths. Three panels or walls
were constructed with stone units resembling those found in historic masonry and each with a
different mortar type. Around 20 penetration tests were performed for each type of wall and the
mortar thickness ranged from 25 to 60 mm. Multiple penetration tests were also done on the
stone masonry of an ancient building to further verify the dependability of the proposed method.
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The author noted that the recoil and potential bending of the probe stem affect the blow
efficiency. As such, this test method was not very effective for stronger mortar types and the
three mortars with air cured compressive strengths of 0.2, 0.3, and 2.12 MPa were selected. In
addition, the most telling measure of mortar strength was the penetration rate, or the amount of
penetration from each hammer blow. Readings taken at depths less than 10 mm were excluded
because confinement and consistency were minimal. The mortar joint thickness was also shown
to have a negligible effect on the penetration rate. Results for all mortar types had linear trend
lines when blows vs. penetration depth was considered. Ultimately, all data was used to develop
a formula relating penetration depth to compressive strength. However, this equation applies to
ancient mortars, meaning, compressive strength should not exceed 4-5 MPa. Moreover, the
formula requires further development for masonry and mortar materials beyond those used in the
laboratory testing for this research.

Summary
Despite heavy application of mortar over the last several centuries, knowledge of in-situ
properties, including compressive strength, is narrow. Several nontraditional sets of equipment
and corresponding test processes have been developed to assess in-situ mortar properties, with
limited success. Moreover, the source of motivation for most testing has originated in assessing
ancient masonry, which features considerably weaker mortar than what is applied in modern
construction. This research was carried out to contribute to existing research and supplement
understanding of more modern as well as “in-place” mortar compressive strength.
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3

METHODS

The following sections summarize material selection, general mix procedures,
preliminary testing, as well as testing procedures. Specifically, the testing procedures explain the
purpose and process of each testing phase, including standard compression of cubes and
cylinders, preliminary DPT using thin circle and square specimens, DPT, and HPT. All materials
and equipment were compliant with applicable ASTM requirements.

Materials
Type S mortar is a specific blend of ingredients recognized in ASTM Specification C270.
It contains two parts portland cement, one part hydrated lime, and nine parts sand. Type S mortar
is typically used for masonry elements that are structural in purpose. Ten Type S mortar bags
were purchased from a local mixing plant, represented in Figure 3.1-1. To mitigate ingredient
variability, all bags bought originated from a single pallet.

Figure 3.1-1: Type S Bagged Mortar
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Due to the premixed and bagged Type S mortar, the only other ingredient necessary to
produce mortar paste was water. All mixing procedures were carried out in the Brigham Young
University Highway Materials Laboratory in Provo, Utah. Room temperature water was
available from facility faucets and hoses. No examination of the water makeup was conducted.
HPT was carried out on mortar bed joints in a five course, twelve cell masonry wallette.
The average thickness of mortar bed joints subjected to HPT was 0.483 inches, and ranged from
0.434 to 0.520 inches. The wallette was entirely composed of single-cell concrete masonry units
(CMU) and was laid and cured indoors as shown in Figure 3.1-2. Blocks were manufactured by
Oldcastle in Salt Lake City, Utah and each block was approximately 7 5/8” in width, height, and
length.

Figure 3.1-2: Masonry Wallette with Type S Mortar

General Mixing Procedures
All mixing was carried out in general accordance with ASTM C305. However, the
mixing procedure was slightly modified to accommodate the premixed mortar ingredients. Step
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8.1.3 describes adding sand incrementally over a 30-second period. This step was omitted since
the bagged mortar already combined sand and cement. As cement is the first ingredient to be
combined with the water, all of the mortar, that is, both sand and cement, was added at this time
to give the cement sufficient time to hydrate. All other mixing steps were followed as defined in
the standard. After some preliminary testing, ten pounds of mortar was determined optimal for
the mechanical table mixer, which is shown in Figure 3.2-1. The manufacturer, type, and amount
of mortar were held constant and the water, measured by weight with a high precision scale, was
varied according to predetermined water content. As such, water content is expressed as a
percentage of ten pounds of dry mortar.

Figure 3.2-1: Mechanical Table Mixer

Immediately after mixing was complete, the combined mix was removed from the mixer
and a sampling was removed to measure mortar flow. Using a mortar flow table, displayed in
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Figure 3.2-2, procedures were observed in general accordance with ASTM C1437. The flow of
each batch was recorded with metal calipers at two distinct locations and averaged together to
get a single flow. The tested mortar paste was returned to the mixing bowl and mixed together
for approximately 20 seconds prior to casting specimens.

Figure 3.2-2: Mortar Flow Table

Preliminary Testing
Water has an integral role in the compressive strength of mortar and is the sole
determinant of fluidity. ASTM C1437 establishes a mortar flow test as the means of measuring
the amount of water present in mortar paste. However, flow is seldom paired to a specific water
content. In the field, masons add water until a desired workable mix is achieved. Preferences of
mortar fluidity may even exist among different masons. In addition, humidity and ambient
temperature will also impact the flow and workability of mortar. For these reasons, it was
desirable to test multiple water contents and observed the degree to which compressive strength
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was affected. Preliminary batching and mixing were completed to establish a range of acceptable
water contents.
The first step in establishing a feasible range of water contents was to determine a dry
and wet mix for the low and high ends. The governing factor in this process was the mechanical
mixer’s ability to fully and uniformly blend the constituents. A 16% water content was attempted
and upon re-engaging the mixer after the 90 second stand period, the rotating arm would seize up
due to the stiffness of the mix. In fact, this behavior was observed to a lesser degree with some of
the 18% water content batches. To combat this, 1-3 manual rotations were exerted on the steel
fin attached to the rotating arm, which had nominal difference on the degree of mixture. This
retempering step was applied at approximately 45 seconds into the 90 second stand interval. This
interrupted the cement from setting up and becoming too stiff for the mechanical mixer to finish
blending the mortar. In spite of this minor addition to the mixing procedure, 18% water content
was designated as the low end of the water content range. For a wetter mix, 24% water content
was examined. During mixing, a significant portion of the contents were forced out of the bowl
as the combined ingredients were very fluid. A white plastic garbage sack was placed over the
mixer to prevent the contents from splashing out. Nevertheless, material was still lost and only
some of what ended up on the plastic covering could be retrieved. Previously oiled steel molds
with 2-inch cubic slots were filled, with intermediate tamping and leveling per ASTM
C109/C109M as shown in Figure 3.3-1. After specimens had been tamped and leveled, but
before insertion into the fog room, small amounts of water were escaping through the bottom gap
between the base plate and slotted side sections. This was seen in multiple recesses on multiple
molds, and was specific only to the 24% water content. For this reason, 24% was excluded from
the mortar mix water content range. Additional experimentation was carried out, and water
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content intervals of 2% displayed reasonable differences from one another. Ultimately, water
contents of 18, 20, and 22% were selected. Each water content served as distinct grouping for all
primary testing, with the exception of HPT. Further experimentation revealed 2% as a choice
water content interval for discrete characteristics of workability, flow, and compressive strength.

Figure 3.3-1: Mortar Molds with Tamping and Leveling Equipment

On occasion, some batches yielded abnormally high flows in spite of identical mixing,
curing, testing, and environment. The specimens from these batches were omitted from the
study. Duplicate batches with identical water contents were mixed and provided more reasonable
flows based on previous findings.

Testing Procedures

3.4.1

Comparison of Compressive Strength of Mortar Cubes and Cylinders
According to ASTM C780, mortar molded for 2-in (50.88-mm) cubes, 2 by 4-in (50.8 by

101.6-mm) cylinders, or 3 by 6-in (76.2 by 152.4-mm) cylinders are the accepted specimen types
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for determining mortar compressive strength. From the same standard, note 3 of Section 5.2.6
states, “When cube and cylinder test specimens from like mixtures are to be compared, the
cylinder compressive strength is approximately 85% of the cube compressive strength.” Since
cylindrical specimens are more commonly cast at the construction site, and all three specimen
configurations are tested in the laboratory, a relationship of their compressive strengths was
desired. The first phase of testing was organized to verify the compressive strength disparity
between cubes and cylinders.
Mixing was carried out according to steps previously described. A single batch yielded
enough mortar paste to cast six to seven cylinders and seven to nine cubes. Two batches of each
water content were separately mixed and cast. The filled cubic molds were placed in a fog room
after tamping and leveling were completed. The filled plastic cylindrical molds were sealed with
a plastic covering and placed in a room temperature environment concurrently. Per ASTM
C109/C109M, cubic specimens should be removed from their molds between 20 and 72 hours
after initial placement in the fog room. Scheduling did not permit all specimens to be removed
from the fog room at the same hour, but all cubic and cylindrical specimens were removed from
their molds within the prescribed threshold and returned to the fog room from the remainder of
28 days. Those cylinders of equal age were removed from their containers by passing
compressed air through a small hole that was previously bored in the center of the bottom face of
the plastic molds. The cylinders were concurrently placed in a fog room for an equal length of
time as the partner cubes. After 28 days from the time of mixing, each specimen was removed
from the fog room and prepared for testing. All specimens were tested at an age of 28 days using
a displacement controlled loading rate of 0.013 in/min. The Forney machine used for
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compression testing is shown in Figure 3.4-1. Typical failure shapes of cubes and cylinders are
displayed in Figure 3.4-2.

Figure 3.4-1: Forney Compression Machine

Figure 3.4-2: Typical Failure of a) Cubes and b) Cylinders

3.4.2

DPT
As previously established, the differences between the properties of mortar joints and

standard prismatic specimens are quite dramatic. Compared to cubic specimens, it is assumed the
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mortar joint has higher compressive strength properties due to a smaller thickness and reduced
water content through absorption of adjacent blocks. DPT seeks to derive a compressive strength
by means of punching the center area of a thin specimen with steel rods. This method can readily
be applied to mortar joints. However, two major challenges exist, which complicate the
interpretation of DPT results. First, it is very difficult to extract a mortar joint from a masonry
element without compromising the in-situ properties. A disturbed sample will not provide
trustworthy strength readings. Second, when the central portion of the specimen is compressed,
transverse stresses develop, which are resisted by neighboring material. This results in a higher
overall compressive strength than an identical specimen fully loaded in compression (Matysek,
Seręga et al. 2017). More in-depth analyses, including numerical modeling of DPT, were
conducted by Marastoni, Pelà et al. (2016) and Matysek, Seręga et al. (2017).
Identical proportions of water and Type S mortar were mixed together to create solely
cubic specimens for 18, 20, and 22% water contents. After curing for 28 days, specimens were
removed from the fog room and cut into specific thicknesses. Multiple joint thicknesses were
explored because mortar bed joints are specified to be 3/8” with an allowable tolerance of minus
1/16” and plus 1/8” (6-13 2013). Through use of a high powered steel table saw, displayed in
Figure 3.4-3, cubic specimens were sliced into the following approximate thicknesses: 1/4”, 3/8”,
1/2”, 5/8”, and 7/8”. Sliced specimens had smooth surfaces such that capping to create a level
plane was unnecessary.
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Figure 3.4-3: Steel Table Saw
Testing procedures were observed according to DIN 18555-9 (DIN German Institute for
Standardization Registered Association 18555-9 1999), since no ASTM standard has been
developed for DPT. Specimens of each thickness were compressed with two 20 mm steel rods
using a hydraulic-powered Instron machine, shown in Figure 3.4-4. Loading was monotonically
applied at a rate of 0.03 in/min. Specimens from 18, 20, and 22% water content batches were
respectively tested at ages of 56, 50, and 46 days. A typical failed specimen subjected to DPT is
shown in Figure 3.4-5.

Figure 3.4-4: Hydraulic-powered Instron Machine
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Figure 3.4-5: Failed DPT Specimen

3.4.3

Cut Cubes vs. Cut Cylinders
DPT has been developed to test thin specimens and receive a compressive strength

reading. However, it has repeatedly been acknowledged that the compressive strength readings
obtained from DPT are not directly comparable to compressive strength test results of standard
mortar cubes (Benedetti and Pelà 2012, Sassoni, Mazzotti et al. 2013, Šlivinskas, Jonaitis et al.
2017). DPT compresses a circular area with a 20 mm diameter steel punch in the center of a
specimen roughly 50x50 mm2 in area. When the center portion of the specimen is compressed,
surrounding material prevents uninterrupted displacement through radial confinement. This
stands in contrast to a mortar cube, which, when fully compressed, has fully engaged surface
area until failure. It is thus assumed that DPT compressive strength values exceed those of
typical compressive strength values for prismatic specimens. If specimens with different face
geometry were tested via DPT and produced similar results, an adjustment factor could
comfortably be omitted.
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As this research involved testing of both cubic and cylindrical specimens, a comparative
DPT strength reading between cut cubic and cylindrical specimens was rational. Specimens
originated from a single mix with 20% water content. After curing for 28 days in a fog room,
cubic and cylindrical specimens were cut into an approximate uniform thickness of 3/8”. All
specimens were tested at an age of 38 days with a displacement controlled loading rate of 0.03
in/min.

3.4.4

HPT
The differences between molded mortar compressive strength and in-situ compressive

strength is captured in ASTM C780 Section 5.2.6, which states,
“Compressive strength testing of molded mortar cylinders and cubes establishes one of the
characteristics of hardened mortar. Mortar compressive strength test values are not
representative of the actual compressive strength of mortar in the assembly and are not
appropriate for use in predicting the compressive strength that would be attained by the
mortar in the masonry assembly. The measured compressive strength of a molded mortar is
almost always lower than the strength of the same mortar in the wall, primarily as a result of
differences in mortar water content and specimen shape. Mortar compressive strength is
influenced by mortar water content at the time of set. Because molded mortar specimens are
not in contact with absorptive masonry units and are not subjected to other mechanisms of
water loss, they have higher water contents than mortar in the wall. Higher water contents
almost always result in lower strengths. Specimen size and shape also affect compressive
strength. Cylinders and cubes exhibit different strengths even when made from the same
mortar mix. Both of these specimen configurations yield lower strengths than what would be
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attained if a specimen having the same size and configuration of a typical mortar joint could
be reliably tested.”
HPT was included in this research to test mortar directly where it rests in the masonry
assemblage.
A professional mason constructed a wallette with Type S mortar and single-cell CMUs. A
traditional concrete mixer was employed for mortar batching as shown in Figure 3.4-6. Two
separate batches were required to produce enough mortar to lay all joints in the wallette. Mortar
paste was extracted from each batch and cubic specimens were cast and placed in a fog room.
After 28-day curing, pilot holes were drilled at the approximate center of the bed joints spaced
roughly 8 inches apart. A pilot hole diameter of 5/32” was drilled for 8 mm diameter helical
screws and a 3/16” pilot hole was drilled for the 10 mm helical screws. A standard hammer drill
was used to insert helical screws in the same locations as their respective pilot holes. Since each
helix was only inserted to a depth of equal to the face of a CMU, approximately 1.25”, the
helical screws were cut in half with an electrical steel hand saw. Shorter ties also simplified the
process of withdrawal as it accommodated the legs of the pull-out apparatus. A gripping device
was attached to the end of the helix protruding from the wall. With the gripper fastened, the steel
tie is unable to rotate in the wall. The pull-out device was mounted against the wall after mating
the end of the gripping device to the apparatus head. The equipment associated with HPT is
shown in Figure 3.4-7.
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Figure 3.4-6: Concrete Mixer

Figure 3.4-7: HPT Equipment
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Load was steadily applied by rotating the instrument arms with a socket wrench. As the
screw was pulled through the material, the hardened bed joint mortar experienced shear failure.
At the same time the screw was being withdrawn, load was recorded on a valve attached to the
pull-out device. The maximum load obtained during this process was recorded as pull-out load.
In addition to the wallette, pilot holes were drilled into standard cubes prior to the insertion of
helical screws. A single pilot hole diameter of 3/16” and a single helical diameter of 8 mm were
used for the cube tested in HPT. A steel plate with a circular perforation in the center was used as
the surface to which the pull-out device could be fixed as shown Figure 3.4-8. Finally, a group of
cubic specimens were tested for compressive strength per ASTM C109/C109M. The cubes tested
for compressive strength and pull-out load originated from the same batch of mortar used to
construct the wallette.

Figure 3.4-8: Steel Plate with Mounted Pull-out Device
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4

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section presents results obtained via procedures described in the previous chapter. In
addition, the results are accompanied by a discussion. The results of cube vs. cylinder
compression testing, DPT, and HPT are independently examined. Results of cubes vs. cylinders
are compared to both ASTM C780 recommendations and DPT results.
A summary of the flows for each test set along with the corresponding number of tested
specimens is reported in Table 3.4-1. Table 3.4-2 summarizes the age of each specimen which
was evaluated in the main testing phase.

Table 3.4-1: Flow in Inches and Number of Tested Specimens for Each Test Set
Water
Content
18%
20%
22%
21%*

Cubes vs. Cylinders
Flow 1 (#)
4.500 (7-8)
5.406 (7-8)
5.438 (7-8)
N/A

Flow 2 (#)
5.000 (7-8)
5.938 (7-8)
6.063 (7-8)
N/A

Cut Cubes
vs. Cut
Cylinders
Flow (#)
N/A
5.859 (18)
N/A
N/A

DPT
Flow 1 (#)
4.813 (26)
6.156 (27)
7.344 (28)
N/A

Flow 2 (#)
4.813 (26)
6.531 (27)
7.625 (28)
N/A

*Approximate water content based on flows from experimentation with 18, 20, and 22% water
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HPT
Flow 1 (#)
N/A
N/A
N/A
6.646 (6)

content

Flow 2 (#)
N/A
N/A
N/A
6.854 (7)

Table 3.4-2: Age of Specimens for Various Test Procedures
Age at Testing
Cubes vs.
Cylinders

Water
Content
18%
20%
22%
21%*

Cut Cubes vs.
Cut Cylinders

DPT

HPT

Batch 1

Batch 2

Batch 1

Batch
1

Batch
2

Cubes
(Compression)

Cubes
(Pull-out)

Wall
(Pull-out)

28
28
28
N/A

28
28
28
N/A

N/A
38
N/A
N/A

56
50
46
N/A

56
50
46
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
48

N/A
N/A
N/A
55-56

N/A
N/A
N/A
42, 45, 47

* Approximate water content based on flows from experimentation with 18, 20, and 22% water content

Compression Testing of Cubes and Cylinders
The average compressive strengths with corresponding flows for cubic and cylindrical
specimens are reported in Figure 4.1-1. Water content, average flow, average load, average
compressive strength, CV, and cylinder/cube strength ratio are all summarized in Table 4.1-1.
Each set featured eight cubic specimens and seven cylindrical specimens.

Average Strengths of 2-in Cubes and 2 by 4-in Cylinders
4000

18% WC 2-in Cubes
20% WC 2-in Cubes
22% WC 2-in Cubes
18% WC 2 by 4-in Cylinders
20% WC 2 by 4-in Cylinders

Compressive Strength (psi)

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
4.000

4.500

5.000

5.500

6.000

6.500

Flow (in)

Figure 4.1-1: Average Compressive Strength vs. Flow Plot for 2-in Cubes and 2 by 4-in
Cylinders
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Generally, higher water content yields an increase in flow, which is accompanied by a
decrease in compressive strength. However, discrete flows behaved contrary to expectations.
For example, the compressive strengths of specimens with a 5-in flow were slightly greater
than those with a 4.5-in flow for both cubes and cylinders.
Table 4.1-1: Cube and Cylinder Compressive Strength Results
Water
Content

Average
Flow (in)

Average
Load (lb)

Average
Strength
(psi)

Coefficient
of
Variation

Cylinder/Cube
Strength
Ratio

Cubes
18%

4.500

13013

3253

6.4%

73.6%

18%

5.000

13599

3400

2.2%

73.5%

20%

5.406

10723

2681

2.7%

69.4%

20%

5.938

10241

2560

4.7%

75.6%

22%

5.438

7395

1849

2.7%

71.1%

22%

6.063

8575

2144

2.7%

74.3%

18%

4.500

Cylinders
7520

2394

5.0%

18%

5.000

7848

2498

11.2%

20%

5.406

5845

1861

0.1%

20%

5.938

5719

1820

9.5%

22%

5.438

4391

1398

22.1%

22%

6.063

5007

1594

9.2%

Both batches were mixed with the same amount of water, but one week apart, which
could explain the strength difference. Additionally, 5.44-in flow specimens exhibited abnormally
low compressive strengths when compared to specimens with comparable flows. Improper
calibration or alignment of the loading device as well as material imperfections caused by
insufficient or poor tamping are some potential reasons for the low strength values. Moreover,
similar to concrete, mortar is known to exhibit variable traits, like flow and strength,
notwithstanding identical mixing and curing procedures. This dispersion is readily apparent in
the CV for the cylindrical specimens, which averaged 9.5% across all specimens.
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ASTM C780 recommends equating cylindrical compressive strength to 85% of cube
compressive strength, when specimens from a common mix are to be compared. The data from
this research show a lower ratio. However, Schmidt, Brown et al. (1990) determined 3 by 6-in
and 4 by 8-in cylindrical specimens to be superior in predicting 2-in cube compressive strength.
Sensitivity to compaction as well as misalignment during capping and testing were said to take
greater effect in smaller cylindrical samples. Additionally, referring to 2-in cubes, 2 by 4-in
cylinders, and 3 by 6-in cylinders, ASTM C780 states, “Any of the listed specimen sizes can be
used, but specimen size and shape affects the measured strengths and the results from different
sized specimens are not the same.” Although this research excluded specimen capping, hardened
cylindrical specimens tended to mildly flake at the top after they were removed from their molds.
This created rough surfaces that may have caused slightly uneven or unequal loading during
compressive testing. Prior to testing, specimens were visually examined for deficiencies and only
minor roughness was observed on the crown of the specimens. Thus, if defects did detract from
the compressive strength results, researchers believe this happened to a minor degree. On the
other hand, researchers have determined that gypsum capping increases the compressive strength
of specimens (Sassoni, Franzoni et al. 2015, Pelà, Roca et al. 2018).

Effect of Lateral Restraint on Sliced Cylinders and Cubes
Specimens were cut from cubes and cylinders into an approximate uniform thickness.
These specimens were evaluated with DPT and a plot of failure load vs. slice thickness is
displayed in Figure 4.2-1. In addition, in Table 4.2-1 average flow, average thickness, and
average load are summarized.
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DPT - Lateral Confinement

3000

Compresive Load (lb)

2500
2000
1500
1000
500

Cube Slice
Cylinder Slice

0
0.400

0.405

0.410

0.415

0.420

0.425

0.430

0.435

0.440

0.445

Thickness (in)

Figure 4.2-1: Compressive Load vs. Thickness for Sliced Cubes and Cylinders

Table 4.2-1: DPT Results on Sliced Cubes and Cylinders
Flow
(in)
5.859
5.859

Average
Thickness
(in)
Cube
0.4283
Cylinder
0.4279

Average
Load
(lb)
2301
2242

Because specimens were cut using a steel table saw, the top and bottom surfaces were
reasonably smooth, thus capping was unnecessary. Discounting the variation in strength common
to mortar, these data show that confinement is roughly equivalent for varying geometries with an
equal thickness. It is likely that a certain amount of material is required on the periphery of the
loaded segment to fully develop resistance from confinement. In this case, sufficient surrounding
mortar existed for both 2-in diameter circular and 2-in square segments. Further research would
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be required to determine how confining pressures develop based on specimen dimensions. Thus,
DPT results on circular and square specimens can be considered equal.

DPT
Figure 4.3-1 reports specimen thickness vs. compressive load for specimens of three
distinct flows tested in DPT. Additionally, specimens were grouped according to thickness and
averaged for both thickness and compressive strength. The averaged values are displayed in
Figure 4.3-2. Average flow, number of samples, average thickness, and average load are all
reported in Table 4.3-1. Due to the time consuming nature of sawing and testing processes, some
specimens were tested at increased ages.

DPT
7000

Flow 4.813 in.
Flow 6.344 in.
Flow 7.484 in.

Compressive Load (lb)

6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0.000

0.125

0.250

0.375

0.500

Thickness (in.)

0.625

0.750

0.875

Figure 4.3-1: Compressive Load vs. Thickness for Slices of Varying Thickness
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1.000

DPT
12000

Flow 4.813 in.
Flow 6.344 in.
Flow 7.484 in.

Compressive Srength (psi)

10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
0.000

0.125

0.250

0.375

0.500

Thickness (in.)

0.625

0.750

0.875

1.000

Figure 4.3-2: Average Compressive Strength vs. Average Thickness for Slices of Varying
Thickness
Table 4.3-1: DPT Results
Average
Flow
(in)

4.813

6.344

7.484

Number
of
Samples

Average Sample
Thickness (in)

Raw Average
Compressive
Strength (psi)

Normalized Average
Compressive Strength
(psi)

Coefficient of
Variation

8
15
7
8
14
13
9
10
13
9
11
10
13
14
9

0.278
0.404
0.522
0.672
0.863
0.299
0.401
0.547
0.662
0.851
0.290
0.413
0.538
0.658
0.878

10914
6440
4962
4210
3959
7185
4981
4045
3801
3751
5846
3630
3405
2892
3316

10106
5963
4594
3898
3666
6761
4687
3806
3576
3529
5560
3453
3238
2750
3154

6.1%
3.7%
9.6%
5.1%
6.9%
8.9%
2.8%
2.6%
8.4%
5.8%
9.5%
4.9%
3.8%
5.4%
7.4%
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Similar to the cubic and cylindrical specimens, an increase in flow resulted in a decrease
in strength. The three average flows shown in Figure 4.3-2 accurately capture this relationship.
For all three water contents, a decrease in thickness is accompanied by an increase in strength.
Benedetti, Pelà et al. (2008), Drdácký (2011), and Sassoni, Franzoni et al. (2015) observed
similar behavior. Explanations for this phenomenon include smaller height-to-width ratios result
in greater capacity and smaller specimens possess fewer material defects. The material defects
are manifest in the slipping planes between adjacent grains. Thus, as specimen thickness
becomes smaller and smaller, the number and paired probability of slipping planes decreases.
Specimen thickness intervals were intended to be approximately 1/8”. The data show that as the
increase in thickness becomes small compared to the overall thickness of the specimen, the
decrease in strength becomes less dramatic.
Water content, average flow, and average compressive strength for prismatic cubes tested
in compression and DPT as well as a DPT/cube strength ratio are all listed in Table 4.3-2. Based
on a study from Shariq, Prasad et al. (2008), the DPT compressive strengths have been
normalized to 28-day compressive strengths, so that the two data sets are more comparable. The
study indicates an approximate compressive strength increase of 8% from 28 to 56 days of age. It
was assumed that the increase in compressive strength for DPT was identical to the increase in
compressive strength for standard compression testing. The increase in compressive strength
beyond 28 days was also assumed to increase linearly.
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Table 4.3-2: Standard Compression vs. DPT Results
Standard Cube Specimen
Water
Content

Average
Flow
(in)

Average
Compressive
Strength
(psi)

DPT
Water
Content

Average
Flow
(in)

18%

4.750

3326

18%

4.813

20%

5.672

2621

20%

6.344

22%

5.750

1996

22%

7.484

*Values have conservatively been rounded down to the nearest 5%

Average
Sample
Thickness
(in)

Normalized
Average
Compressive
Strength (psi)

DPT/Cube
Strength
Ratio*

0.278
0.404
0.522
0.672
0.863
0.299
0.401
0.547
0.662
0.851
0.290
0.413
0.538
0.658
0.878

10106
5963
4594
3898
3666
6761
4687
3806
3576
3529
5560
3453
3238
2750
3154

300%
175%
135%
115%
110%
255%
175%
145%
135%
130%
275%
170%
160%
135%
155%

Similar water contents produced quite variable flows between cubes and DPT samples,
with the exception of the 18% water content, which are very similar. The resulting flows of
batches used to make cubes were consistently lower than the corresponding batches used for
DPT. If the flows for the 20 and 22% water contents of prismatic cube specimens were higher,
they would most likely be more comparable to the DPT flows. Higher flows would actually
increase the DPT/cube strength ratio since compressive strength decreases as flow increases.
Overall, each water content distinctly shows a decrease in the cube strength ratio as the
thickness of the DPT specimen increases, as expected. However, a very minor increase in
compressive strength was observed for 7/8” of the 20 and 22% water contents. Sassoni, Franzoni
et al. (2015) observed that the ideal loading scenario occurs when specimen thickness is roughly
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equal to punch diameter. This generates a scenario similar to standard compressive testing of
mortar cubes. In addition, these data show that as sample thickness exceeds loading platen
diameter, inaccurate strength estimations begin to take place. This behavior began to happen for
the 7/8” specimens in the 20 and 22% water contents. Notwithstanding the small disparity in
flows, all three water contents exhibit reasonable consistency for all specimen thicknesses. Mild
differences in specimen thicknesses between water contents is believed to cause minimal
compressive strength variation. Since many variables influence the DPT compressive strength
values, more research is needed to determine if the DPT/cube strength ratio would firmly hold
across multiple water contents for multiple specimen thicknesses. Specimen thicknesses most
similar to typical mortar joint heights (approximately 1/4”-1/2”) display low variation.
Approximate thicknesses of 0.29, 0.4, and 0.54-in tested with DPT displayed strength increases
from cubes between 150-200, 73-79, and 38-62%, respectively.

HPT
Withdrawn helical screws were categorized according to their position in the wall. Rows
were numbered 1 - 4 from top to bottom and 1 - 12 from left to right. A plot relating position in
wall to pull-out load for both 8 and 10 mm steel screws is displayed in Figure 4.4-1 and Figure
4.4-2, respectively.
Table 4.4-1 also specifies screw helix size, row in wall, number of screws per row,
average pull-out load, and CV.
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HPT (8 mm)

1200

Row 1
Row 3

Pullout Load (lb)

1000

Row 2
Row 4

800
600
400
200
0

0

2

4

6

Position in Row (1-12)

8

12

10

Figure 4.4-1: Pull-out Load vs. Position in Row for Masonry Wallette (8 mm)

HPT (10 mm)

1200

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

Pullout Load (lb)

1000
800
600
400
200
0

0

2

4

6

Position in Row (1-12)

8

10

Figure 4.4-2: Pull-out Load vs. Position in Row for Masonry Wallette (10 mm)
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12

Table 4.4-1: HPT Results for Masonry Wallette
Number of
Screws
Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4
Average

12
12
12
10
-

Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4
Average

9
12
12
11
-

Average Pullout
Age at Testing
Load (lb)
(days)
8 mm Helix
610.5
42
750.3
42
719.9
45
719.0
45
702.5
10 mm Helix
667.6
47
682.9
47
814.5
47
799.1
47
744.7
-

Coefficient of
Variation
15.2%
11.8%
36.7%
26.6%
26.1%
17.7%
20.5%
9.5%
14.6%
17.8%

Initially, attempts to withdraw the helixes with the pull-out apparatus shown in Figure
4.4-3, were unsuccessful. The pull-out device had a load limit for withdrawal. After the load
capacity was breached while attempting to extract multiple helical screws at different positions
and of different, the pull-out instrument was determined to be too weak. Previous research
featuring this same instrument was primarily performed on ancient lime mortar or a mortar
meant to simulate ancient mortar characteristics, which has considerably less compressive
strength than modern cement mortar (Pelà, Roca et al. 2018). Those screws that were
unsuccessfully pulled from the wall were assumed to be compromised and were ultimately
omitted from the final reported results.
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Figure 4.4-3: Helix Pull-out Device

Figure 4.4-4: Masonry Wallette with Inserted Helical Screws

A second pull-out apparatus with nearly double the pull-out capacity of the previous
instrument was employed. The second device was capable of withdrawing all other remaining
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helical screws, from both the wall and cubes. The drilled depth and subsequent inserted screw
depth in the wall was approximately equal to the thickness of a CMU face or 1.25” as this was
the maximum bed depth of mortar that could be laid as displayed in Figure 4.4-4.The withdrawn
screws displayed moderate variation in pull-out load. The two traits the screws were designated
by were position in wall and screw diameter. However, it is difficult to pinpoint any particular
factor as responsible for the load difference since the data show wide variance across a single
row and for the same screw diameter. Although the results indicate 10 mm screws as yielding
greater pull-out loads than the 8 mm screws, the average difference from 8 mm screws is a mere
5.6%. Moreover, the comparatively small height of the masonry wallette generated minimal
loads on underlying mortar layers such that the load difference from one row of mortar to
another was negligible. The other potential cause of pull-out load variation is the difference in
mortar quality. All other factors being equal, different pull-out loads for the same masonry
element would denote a difference in mortar quality. It is possible that the hardened mortar in the
wallette lacked consistency, as two separate batches were applied. Discrepancy in mortar quality
may also be a result of differential absorption from neighboring blocks.
Concurrently cast cubes from the same mortar paste used for the wall were tested
according to ASTM C109/C109M and for pull-out load. Average flow, compressive load,
compressive strength, and CV are summarized in Table 4.4-2. All cubes subjected to
compression testing were 48 days old. A separate set of cubes were tested for pull-out load and
the results, including average flow, age at testing, pull-out load, and CV are presented in Table
4.4-3.
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Table 4.4-2: Standard Compression Results for Cubes
Compressive Load from HPT Batches
Compressive
Average Compressive
Coefficient
Strength
Flow (in)
Load (lb)
of Variation
(psi)
15420
3855
15710
3928
6.646
17230
4308
Average
16120
4030
4.9%
16460
4115
15200
3800
6.854
13875
3469
Average
15178
3795
7.0%

Table 4.4-3: HPT Loads for Cubes
Average
Flow (in)

Age at
Testing
(days)

6.646

56
56
56
56
56
56

Pull-out
Load (lb)
640.7
674.4
612.6
562.0
533.9
674.4
616.4
562.0
410.3
674.4
595.7
640.7
713.8
685.7
611.8

Average

6.854

55
55
55
56
56
56
56

Average

Coefficient
of Variation

8.7%

15.6%

Once normalized, the cube compressive loads can reasonably be compared to results
obtained from the cube and cylinder comparative testing phase. Because mortar flow was also
recorded before cubes were cast, an estimation of water content is also feasible. The results
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indicate flows greater than what 22% water content produced. However, the compressive
strengths of the HPT batch cubes are nearly twice the compressive strengths of the counterpart
22% water content cubes. The large difference in compressive strength is likely due to the wide
difference of ages between the tested mortar specimens (28 vs. 48 days).
Cubes were drilled to a depth similar to the mortar joint, but upon insertion of the helical
screw, the mortar cube would split. This was observed for multiple specimens. Although the
exact reason for the cube fracturing was unclear, it is likely that once the screw was drilled to a
certain depth, a ‘wedge type’ action, enabled by the drilled hole, initiated cracking which
propagated through the solid mortar sections and ultimately caused fracture. The remaining
cubes were drilled all the way through before the helical screw was inserted. Of the remaining
cubes, this modified process only resulted in a single failed cube during screw insertion.
Average pull-out loads for the cubes were lower than all average wall pull-out loads, with
the exception of row 1 for the 8 mm diameter screw, which were approximately equivalent.
Hardened mortar joints in the wallette are expected to have higher strengths than typical cube
specimens due to the decrease of moisture through absorption of adjacent blocks. These data
support this assertion. The variation exhibited by the cubes was slightly lower when compared to
the wall. During testing, as maximum pull-out load was reached, each cube fractured into
multiple pieces. Contrary to a mortar joint, the cube was not confined during testing, which is the
probable reason for the brittle failure.
The ultimate purpose of HPT was to develop a numerical correlation between in-situ
compressive strength of mortar and pull-out load. However, this is a complex relationship that is
convoluted by multiple factors each of varying degree. The factors that potentially influence
pull-out loads are mortar quality, embedment depth of screw, screw diameter, hardened mortar
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water content, amount of confining material, and vertical loads. Isolating and deciphering the
influence of each of these factors is necessary before an objective interpretation of HPT results is
possible. The observed CV from the testing in this research program illustrates the level of
inconsistency these variables can produce. This inconsistency harshly limits HPT’s ability to
accurately record mechanical properties of mortar, like compressive strength. As such, HPT is
currently more suitable for a qualitative rather than a quantitative assessment of mortar in the
assemblage. Ferguson and Skandamoorthy (1994) and De Vekey and Sassu (1997)
independently ascertained that HPT is most appropriate for mortars up to 10 MPa (1450 psi),
which is less than the minimum strength requirement of Type S mortar.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

Summary
A research program was organized and conducted to quantify and correlate the
compressive strengths between typical specimens mixed and tested per ASTM standards and “inplace” mortar joints. Analysis of hardened cubic and cylindrical mortar samples was conducted
via traditional compression testing to verify the ASTM recommendation for strength
comparisons of cylinders and cubes. Hundreds of prismatic specimens were cut into variable
thicknesses and subjected to DPT. Specimens tested were monotonically loaded at a
displacement controlled rate until failure. A small masonry wall was erected in the laboratory
and later analyzed with HPT. Concurrently cast cubes were tested in HPT and, for comparison,
compressive testing. Results were independently examined and, where appropriate, compared
against one another.

Findings
This research program is not considered to be an exhaustive evaluation of in-situ mortar
compressive strength. Within the scope and parameters previously defined for this study,
however, and based on the results and relevant discussion, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
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1. Specimens tested across multiple water contents consistently verified that as mortar flow
increases, compressive strength decreases.
2. The average ratio of compressive strength for mortar cylinders to cubes was 72.9%. This
is lower than the 85% recommended in ASTM C780. The likely reason for the lower
strength of cylinders was the minor roughness on the crown, which resulted in uneven
load distribution. In addition, cylindrical specimens were not capped with gypsum or
sulfur, and this may have resulted in reduced compressive strengths.
3. DPT results on specimens with varying face geometry illustrated that radial confinement
was roughly equivalent. This relationship was verified through DPT on 2-in cubic and 2in diameter circular specimens.
4. Specimen thickness was determined to be inversely proportional to compressive strength
through DPT. This characteristic was observed for three discrete water contents of
mortar. Moreover, DPT results showed significant promise for accurately estimating
compressive strength of mortar joints.
5. HPT results from the wallette exhibited wide variation. The differences were likely a
result of gaps in mortar quality. In contrast, only minimal difference in pull-out load was
observed based on different helical screw diameters. Also, vertical loads on different
mortar layers had negligible impact on pull-out load. Cubes tested in HPT had lower pullout loads compared to wall results, but with less variability. Overall, HPT seems more
appropriate to measure mortar qualitatively as opposed to quantitatively.

Interpretation of Results
Mortar slices evaluated with DPT did not undergo curing within a masonry element, and,
therefore, lacked the reduced water content from adjacent absorbent blocks. Because a reduction
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in water content causes an increase in compressive strength, the mortar slices cut from prismatic
specimens are assumed to have a lower compressive strength than identical mortar cured
between blocks. Thus, the strength ratios obtained via comparison of DPT and standard
compression results are a conservative estimate of in-situ mortar joint compressive strength.
Characterization of mortar is a complex task because of the many variables that introduce
uncertainty. Some of the factors that specifically influence mortar compressive strength, which
each generate a degree of uncertainty, are differing proportions of mortar ingredients; uneven or
rough surfaces during testing, which lead to unequal distribution of load; presence or lack of
capping material; probability of material defects; and slight variations in height from specimen to
specimen. Each of these may have influenced DPT and standard compressive testing to a
different degree. Thus, the results generated by the present research should be applied with the
knowledge that the nature of evaluating mortar compressive strength comes coupled with
multiple degrees of uncertainty. Further research is needed to quantify the uncertainty related to
each of the aforementioned variables.

Recommendations for Future Research
Additional testing should be carried out to more fully understand in-situ mortar
compressive strength. This testing should be completed with regards to the following
recommendations:
1. DPT was executed on specimens of multiple water contents and for multiple
thicknesses. However, all slices were cut from prismatic specimens, which
excluded the curing and absorption of adjacent blocks common to mortar joints.
DPT should be conducted on hardened mortar joint specimens extracted from
masonry elements so in-situ mortar traits, including compressive strength, are
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more fully simulated. Specimens extracted from masonry elements should be
meticulously removed so as to not disturb, and, in turn, compromise the in-situ
properties.
2. Cylindrical specimens tested in compression lacked a gypsum or sulfur cap. To
ensure loading on a level surface, cylindrical specimens should be capped with
material recognized by ASTM C780. This would also provide strength
comparisons between cylinders and cubes more in line with ASTM
recommendations.
3. This research examined Type S mortar; other ASTM recognized mortar types
should be evaluated to see if relationships in this research hold for mortars of
different quantities and ingredients.
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